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A new student joins Miss Yukari's class, a boy by the name of Shinzo. He gets along great with Osaka
and they become in love. You will see a serious and dramatic side of Osaka.
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1 - Welcome Shinzo

Cut To- Miss Yukari's class

(The 6 main group of girls are seen gathered around Chiyo's desk)

Tomo- Did you guys hear? We have a new student comming in our class!

Yomi- Who hasnt heard about it, thats the only thing people are talking about today.

Chiyo- I wonder how the persons like?

Osaka- I wonda if the person is from Osaka like me.

Kagura- I wonder if the person is as smart as Chiyo-Chan.

Tomo- I wonder if the person is as athetic as Sakaki or Kagura.

Yomi- I wonder if the person is as spaced out as Osaka.

Sakaki- I wonder if the person is as entergetic as Tomo.

All 6 girls- I wonder.

Miss Yukari- Alright class take your seats. Before we get started on our lesson let me introduce our new
student to the class. You may come in now.

(A boy as tall as Yomi walked through the door, he had black spikey wavey hair with dark brown eyes.
He had on the usual uniform the boys wear)

Shinzo- Hi, i'm Shinzo Yamazaki, I hope you'll welcome in your class.

Miss Yukari- Glad you joined our class, you may take any empty seat you'd like.

Shinzo- Yes Ma'am.

(Shinzo took an empty seat in the back row)

Cut To- End of class

(The 6 girls see a huge crowd gathered together)

Tomo- Woah, whats going on over there?

Chiyo- Maybe its because of the new guy.

Osaka- I'm going in! Wish me luck!

Yomi- Ehh?

(Osaka pushed people away to see what was causing the commotion)

(Osaka finally got through but bumped into Shinzo which was surrounded my millions of teens)

(Bumping into Shinzo caused him to drop his books)

Osaka- Wait i'll get em for ya.

(Osaka picked up the books, when she got up to give them to him there eyes met)

Osaka- (Thinking) Oh my gosh, his eyes are beautiful.

Shinzo- Thanks, i'll take that.

Osaka- Oh sorry, yeah here.

(She handed them to him)

Shinzo- Hey um can you help me out here, i'm stuck in this crowd.

Osaka- Oh sure.

Cut To- The 5 girls outside the crowd

Kagura- Whats taking Osaka so long?

Chiyo- I hope shes alright.

Yomi- Are you serious, its not like shes going to get killed in there!

(Suddenly Osaka comes out with Shinzo grabbing her hand)

Chiyo- Miss Osaka are you alright?

Osaka- Yeah i'm fine.

Shinzo- How bout we get out of here before the crowd figures out i'm gone.

Osaka- oh yeah.

(They both ran off before anyone could notice)

Shinzo- Wow that was close.

Osaka- Yeah, why were all those people after you like that?

Shinzo- I donno they were saying how cool I was, they kept comparing me to ths girl named Miss
Sakaki, you know her?

Osaka- Yeah I do, shes one of my friends.

Shinzo- Heh cool.

Osaka- What are some of the things that made them think you were cool?

Shinzo- Well, I told them I'm good at almost every sport, I get straight A's, I'm a really nice person, I'm
pretty rich and thats about it.

Osaka- (Thinking) This guy is so...so...Perfect.

Shinzo- By the way, whats your name?

Osaka- Sry I didnt tell ya before, i'm Ayumu Kasuga, but my friends call me Osaka.

Shinzo- K, Osaka i'm glad I met you.

Osaka- Umm... Same here...

Shinzo- Well, Were gonna be late for class so i'll see you later, how about lunch?

Osaka- Sure!

Shinzo- Alright see ya!

(With that said Shinzo went off to his class)

Osaka- Wow, me Osaka, am gonna eat lunch with...Shinzo!

(Bell rings)

Osaka- Shoot i'm gonna be late!

Cut To- Osaka on her way to lunch with Yomi, Chiyo, Kagura, Sakaki, and Tomo by her side as usual.

Tomo- Wow Osaka you are so lucky!

Kagura- I know you had like a huge conversation with the schools hottest guy!

Chiyo- I really dont know whats so great about him!

(Chiyo said this with her arms crossed)

Tomo- Come on dont get so jealous just cause he gets grades as good as you do.

Chiyo- Jealous?! Ha, who said anything that I was jealous!

(Suddently a crowed formed around Osaka)

Girl1- Wow, you actually had a conversation with Shinzo!

Girl2- Yeah your sooo lucky!

Girl3- What did he say?

Osaka- Sorry but I gotta get to lunch!

(Osaka cut her way to the crowd and ran to the lunch room)

(Osaka enters the lunch room in search for Shinzo waiting for her, while looking around she spots Chiyo
waving at her)

(At that table as usual Yomi, Chiyo, Kagura, Sakaki, and Tomo)

Tomo- Hey we were waiting for you!

Osaka- I...umm...sorry guys i'm having lunch with someone else today.

(Osaka walks away to Shinzo's table)

Tomo- Whats up with her?

Yomi- Who else could she be having lunch with?

Kagura- Does she have any other friends but us?

Cut To- Osaka and Shinzo having lunch

Shinzo- So tell me about yourself, its your turn now.

Osaka- Well, there isnt much to tell, I'm from Osaka i'm the slowest runner in my class, I sleep in class, I
tend to space out alot, and I like splitting chop sticks in half clean. Yeah not to exciting...

Shinzo- I rather that than those other type off girls who think there all that, such a turn off for me.

Osaka- Ya mean that?

Shinzo- Sure, Totally!

(Osaka blushed a bright pink)

Cut To- Chiyo and the gang's table

Tomo- I have to know why Osaka's ditching us like that!

Sakaki- Its pretty obvious...

Tomo- What then?

Sakaki- She ditched us for Shinzo.

Chiyo- Oh yeah shes right, shes sitting with him right now!

(She points at the table)

Yomi- There sure getting along well.

Kagura- Wow shes so lucky, but why her and not me?! I gotta know her secret!

Tomo- Theres no secret! When she went in and saved him they started talking and became friends. I do
have to say though, shes pretty lucky.

(Kaorin walks up to there table ready to talk to Sakaki)

Kaorin- Miss Sakaki, I wanted to say that, even though Shinzo is a tad bit better than you at sports and
everything hes so popular right now, that i'm still on your side and that I still think you the best!

Sakaki- Ummm... Thanks (I guess)

(Kaorin Runs back to her table.)

Tomo- Ok that was weird.

Cut To- Osaka and Shinzo

Shinzo- I heard about this sports festival thing, is that like something you compete with people in
different sports or something?

Osaka- The sports fest is a day you compete with utha classes in different events, so yeah your about
right.

Shinzo- Heh thats cool.

Osaka- Since your in Miss Yukari's class you have to try your hardest to win, shes a sore loser.

Shinzo- Thats right your in that class with me.

Osaka- Yup! Wait you mean you havent noticed?

Shinzo- Not really since I sit in the back.

Osaka- Oh yeah.

Cut To- End of school

(The girls are seen walking to there house)

Tomo- Whats the deal with you ditching us?

Osaka- Well... I... I just want to hang out with Shinzo.

Tomo- Hmm... Thats what I thought.

Sakaki- You mean thats what I thought.

Kagura- Hey can you introduce us to Shinzo?

Osaka- I um...Guess so.

Kagura- Yeah, he could be my new rival!

Chiyo- And I can verse him in math drills!

Sakaki- Hopefully he likes cats...

Shinzo- Hey Osaka!

(Osaka turns at the sound of his voice)

Osaka- Hi Shinzo!

Shinzo- I was thinking we could walk home together.

Osaka- My friends can come along to right?

Shinzo- Why not?

Osaka- Let me introduce them, well you might already know them from class. But you'll get to know
them bettuh now.

Tomo- Hey, I'm Tomo Takino the hyper one out of the group!

Chiyo- I'm Chiyo Mihama, the 10 year old smart enough to skip 6th grade and junior high.

Sakaki- Hi, i'm Sakaki mostly the quiet one.

Shinzo- Oh so your Sakaki, alot of people were comparing me to you.

Yomi- I'm Yomi Mizuhara...

(Tomo interrupts before Yomi could complete her sentence)

Tomo- The one who loses her temper and goes on diets all the time!

Yomi- Shut up, thats not true!

Kagura- Hi, I'm Kagura the jock of this school. I challenge you to a race!

Shinzo- Sure, your on.

(The race was 2 blocks long, Chiyo was at the start and the others waited for them at the end to
determine the winner)

Chiyo- Ready, set, go!

(The 2 rush to the end. Kagura leads at first but Shinzo easily catches up with no sweat. Shinzo still
leads past the first block, there was still one more to go. Kagura then manages to catch up passing him,
again it was easy for him to take the lead again. So with that Shinzo wins the race between the jock.)

Kagura- (Gasping for air) Wow...y...you...beat...me...b...by...far...

Osaka- Wow you were incredible!

Tomo- Yeah, you totally kicked Kagura's @$$!

Kagura- SHUT UP!

(Chiyo-chan shows up at the end of block 2 where everyone was)

Chiyo- So, who won?

Yomi- Shinzo by a mile.

Chiyo- Wow your great!

Kagura- Yeah well, I bet he cant beat Sakaki!

Shinzo- Yeah i'm looking forward to that race with her. I'll beat her in the sports fest. I'm gonna get going,
it was fun, see you guys later!

All 6 girls- Cya!

Osaka- Isnt he the best?!

Chiyo- Yeah hes a really nice guy.

Tomo- Yeah I just loved the way he kicked Kagura's @$$!

Kagura- Drop it already!

Yomi- It doesnt seem like hes that type of guy, well thats what I said when I met Osaka too.

Kagura- I bet your looking forward to that race you guys are gonna have, right Sakaki?

Sakaki- Huh? Oh yeah.

Osaka- Well I'll see you guys tomorrow at school!

The 5 girls- K!

(With that said the 6 girls part there ways and head home)
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